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Introduction
Introduction

Experiments

We have addressed speeding up of pattern matching on texts by designing
a compression method that is suitable for compressed pattern matching. A
Variable-to-Fixed-length codes (VF codes for short) are suitable for
compressed pattern matching because all codeword boundaries are obvious.
VF code is a source coding that assigns fixed length codewords to variable
length substrings in an input text. Since existent VF codes have poor
compression ratios, they are paid less attentions in spite of having preferable
engineering aspect that all codewords are the same length.
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We have implemented Tunstall code [Tunstall 1967], STVF code [Kida
2009], Huffman code, and Range coder [Martin 1979]. We abbreviate them
as Tunstall, STVF, Huf and RC respectively. We denote the combination of
two compression method as concatenation of their abbreviations with “+”
between them, such as STVF+Huf, Tunstall+RC, and so on.
We used E.coli, bible.txt, and world192.txt as test corpora, which are
selected from "the Canterbury corpus1.” We also used dazai.txt, the collection
of Japanese novel texts written by Osamu Dazai, from Japanese corpus "JTEXTS2.” The file dazai.txt is encoded with UTF-8.
We have compared the compression ratios and compression times of
STVF, STVF+RC, STVF+Huf, Tunstall, Tunstall+RC, and Tunstall+Huf, setting the
codeword length 16. We have added the results of gzip for reference. The
compression ratios of STVF are usually better than those of Tunstall. However,
compression ratios of Tunstall+Huf and Tunstall+RC are almost the same level.
In STVF, there is a few or no improvement by applying Huf or RC. Applying
Huffman code after VF codes depreciates compression times, whereas Range
coder does not make those compression slower.
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In this paper, we have investigated on changes in performance of VF codes
with entropy encodings; we experimented combinations of VF codes and
entropy codings and measured their compression ratios and compressing
times.
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A VF code is a source coding that parses an input string into a consecutive
sequence of variable-length substrings and then assigns a fixed length
codeword to each substring. Typical VF codes use tree structures as
dictionaries, which are called parse trees. Each node of them corresponds to
a string and each leaf of them has codeword. The encoding is done by
traversing the parse tree by input text, and then output the codeword
assigned to the node if we can not traverse any more.

Tunstall Code
Tunstall code [Tunstall 1967] is an
optimal VF code for a memory-less
information source. It uses a parse tree
called Tunstall tree, which is an ordered
complete |Σ|-ary tree that each edge is
labeled with a different symbol in the
alphabet Σ.. For example, given the text
T=AAABBACB and the Tunstall tree of
right figure, the encoded sequence
becomes 000/001/101/011.
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Conclusion
In this paper, we demonstrated the performance of combinations of VF
codes and entropy codings by experiments. Doing entropy codings to VF
codes not only improves compression ratios, but makes almost no loss in
compression; unexpectedly, there are situations that entropy coding can
reduce them. The reason is considered to be that the total I/O time decrease
by the reduction in the amount of data stored into a hard disk. From the lack
of time, we could not compare our methods to the modern compression
methods, such as Dense codings [BFNE 2003], [BINP 2003], BPEX [MTST
2008], and so on. It is also our future work.

STVFCode
Code
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Suffix Tree based VF
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code (STVF code for
short) [Kida 2009] is a
coding that constructs a
suitable parse tree for
the input text by using a
suffix tree. It is, namely,
an off-line compression
scheme that encodes
after
gathering
the
statistical information of
Output: 000 001 011 110 101
the whole input text
beforehand. Since the suffix tree for the input text includes the text itself, we
can not use the whole tree as a parse tree. We have to prune it with some
frequency-base heuristics to make a compact and efficient parse tree. That is,
we select the most frequent leaf in the current parse tree to add its all
children in the suffix tree while the number of leaves is less than 2l where l is
the length of codewords. If the added child is a leaf in the suffix tree, we
delete the label on the edge from the child to its parent except for the first
character of the label.
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